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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018033611A1] The invention relates to a logic unit for a motor-vehicle-lock arrangement (2), wherein the motor-vehicle-lock
arrangement (2) has an arresting mechanism (3) in addition to the logic unit (1), wherein, in the installed state, the motor-vehicle-lock arrangement
(2) is coupled mechanically to an exterior door handle (7) and possibly to an interior door handle (8), wherein the logic unit (1) has a lock
mechanism (10) and an actuator (11), wherein the lock mechanism (10) can be moved into different lock states by means of the actuator (11),
wherein, in the installed state, the arresting mechanism (3) can be opened, in dependence on the mechanical lock states, by mechanical, manual
actuation of the exterior door handle (7) and possibly of the interior door handle (8), wherein the lock mechanism (10) has a push-push mechanism
(12), having an input element (13) which can be adjusted, by means of the actuator (11), in a pushing movement and an oppositely directed setting
movement (15), and having an adjustable switching element (16), which can be moved into at least two switching positions via switching movements
(17), wherein, during a pushing movement (14), the switching element (16) is moved from one switching position, over the course of a switching
movement (17), into a new switching position, and wherein, during a charging movement (15), the switching element (16) maintains its switching
position. It is proposed that the push-push mechanism (12) should have a latching-spring arrangement (18), which secures the switching element
(16) in the switching positions with latching action in each case and, during the course of a pushing movement (14) of the input element (13), is
subjected to stressing and is engaged and, during the course of a setting movement (15) of the input element (13), is subjected to stressing, but is
not engaged.
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